ABSTRACT
Crowdsourcing has inspired a variety of novel mobile applications. However, identifying common practices across different applications is still challenging. In this paper, we use smart parking as a case study to investigate features of crowdsourcing that may apply to other mobile applications. Based on this we derive principles for efficiently harnessing crowdsourcing. We draw three key guidelines: First, we suggest that that the organizer can play an important role in coordinating participants’, a key factor to successful crowdsourcing experience. Second, we suggest that the expected participation rate is a key factor when designing the crowdsourcing system: a system with a lower expected participation rate will place a higher burden in individual participants (e.g., through more complex interfaces that aim to improve the accuracy of the collected data). Finally, we suggest that not only above certain threshold of contributors, a crowdsourcing-based system is resilient to freeriding but, surprisingly, that including freeriders (i.e., actors that do not participate in system effort but share its benefits in terms of coordination) benefits the entire system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In many application contexts, crowdsourcing has reintroduced humans into the information processing loop. Several success stories [1,2] show that when ordinary people’s knowledge, experience, or creativity are aggregated, they have the potential to replace the roles of the most powerful computers, the most knowledgeable experts, or the most talented designers. Currently, the majority of crowdsourcing-based applications focus on harnessing collective intelligence via web applications.

However, as the wireless communication infrastructure and mobile applications keep thriving these years, the influence of crowdsourcing can have direct impact on applications affect our physical world as well. When equipped with a smartphone and constantly connected to the wireless network, everyone is able to collect real-time data about the physical world either through her observation and manual input or by the sensors in the device. Therefore, mobile crowdsourcing enables data collection through thousands or millions of such intelligent probes and collects data primarily from the surroundings of people’s everyday life. Such collaborative data collection enables the design and implementation of services that are helpful to each individual in our increasingly connected society. One example is the realization of smart parking.

The parking problem has existed in big cities around the world for decades. Studies show that an average of 30% of the traffic [3] in busy areas is caused by vehicles cruising for vacant parking spots. The situation is getting even worse in developing countries like China, where the number of private cars soars without sufficient parking facilities. The extra traffic causes a series of problems such as traffic congestions and accidents, air pollution and waste of fuel. Some local governments try to mitigate these issues by means of smart parking. In a nutshell, they try to employ information and communication technologies to collect and distribute the real-time data about parking availability so that drivers can spot the right parking place quickly. For example, the city of San Francisco installed thousands of sensors to on-street parking spaces in its busy areas for parking management. While the effect of such a centralized approach is immediate, its huge initial investment and maintenance cost inhibits a widespread adoption in most other cities.

In this paper, we derive design guidelines for a mobile crowdsourcing framework that integrates the functionality of parking guidance into a road navigation system. To be able to generalize our finding to other crowd-sensing scenarios, we assume that there is no additional sensing infrastructure deployed to monitor parking spaces. The only sensing device our solution requires is the road navigation system each driver already uses. While we are not the first to propose crowdsourcing for smart parking, our proposal has several advantages over existing approaches. First, by crowdsourcing through a road navigation system, we eliminate unnecessary manual operation during driving, which complies with safety regulation in most countries. Unlike applications such as Open Spot [8], which requires drivers to launch it separately for searching parking spots, we only ask drivers for their manual input at the beginning and the end of their trips. By simplifying operations, we are more likely to recruit a larger number of contributors, a key success factor for crowdsourcing.

Second, since drivers who contribute can also benefit from the system, our approach heavily depends on a pattern of mutual assistance, which excludes the complexities caused by monetary reward [5]. On the one hand, the system has a high resilience to the existence of free riders as shown in the following sections. On the other hand, because we assume a centralized control over the data distribution, we can differentiate users with different quality of service based on their contribution records. It could serve as a supplement mechanism to enforce fairness and motivate participants to contribute.

Third, we coordinate the crowdsourcing behavior among participants to boost the efficiency of the data collection and utilization. In contrast to existing approaches that only share information about parking vacancies, our system also tries to
identify occupied areas through user’s sensor data or explicit input so as to help drivers avoid unnecessary cruising. In addition, we assign parking spaces to different users dynamically according to their reported capacity to eliminate the race between participants. Furthermore, we take a proactive strategy to data collection when the current knowledge is limited. More specifically, we might suggest that drivers navigate to unexplored areas so that we can expand the system’s knowledge about parking availability to cover more areas.

Our contributions in this paper are twofold. On one hand, we propose a feasible and economical approach that applies mobile crowdsourcing to realize smart parking. On the other hand, we view smart parking as a case study for the more general problem of crowd-sensing: gathering information about a large area from a set of actors armed with mobile sensing devices. For example, we study the relationship between the performance of the crowdsourcing system and its membership, the influence of the freeriding, and the difference between coordinated and uncoordinated crowdsourcing.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some related works about mobile crowdsourcing and its application in the field of transportation management. In section 3, we describe the parking guidance system and its different strategy for doing crowdsourcing in details. The simulation and the result data is explained and analyzed in section 4 and 5 respectively. We conclude the paper and discuss the future works in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
An drive behind mobile crowdsourcing applications is the huge demand for a transportation related services, that make everyday life convenient. For example, thanks to data crowdsourced through thousands of mobile devices, drivers are able to pick a better route to avoid a road segment congested five minutes earlier (using by Waze [5]), refill at a gas station with a lower price (using GasBuddy [7]), or find a parking spot (using OpenSpot [8]). Similarly, taxi drivers improve their driving strategy by knowing their colleagues’ trajectory [9]; commuters can get the real-time transit information (using Roadify [10]) and feel less anxiety when waiting for the bus. One commonality shared by these scenarios of mobile crowdsourcing is that most consumers of the services also have the ability to contribute data. Therefore, these crowdsourcing-based services can become self-sustainable if they can attract a enough users.

The aforementioned applications have gained high popularity and widespread deployment. At the same time the academic community focuses on [11] novel applications like personal health monitoring [12], environmental surveillance [13] or enhanced social media [14]. Since people are not naturally motivated to contribute their data in these applications, issues like privacy preserving, incentive design or evaluating trustworthiness of data become their major concerns. However, few studies aim to reveal what make existing mobile crowdsourcing applications more successful than others.

As far as smart parking is concerned, the majority of the related work either depends on smart gadgets connected by a communication infrastructure installed at the parking lots or require all drivers to comply with the same protocol when they are going to park. Systems like [15] and SPARK[16] employ wireless sensors and VANET devices respectively to collect and disseminate information about parking availability in order to help drivers find vacant parking spaces. CrowdPark [5] assumes a seller-buyer relationship between drivers, who are going to leave or parking at the lots, to deal with the parking reservation problem. A relevant study [17] tries to realize smart parking by solving an optimal resource allocation problem according drivers’ various parking requirements. However, the reservation-based solutions might complicate drivers’ operation and could collapse if only a few drivers participate.

One remarkable initiative that realizes smart-parking by the infrastructure-based approach is the SFPark [18] project in San Francisco. Although the benefit is obvious, few cities in the world can afford the high initial investment and maintenance cost. On the other hand, some pure crowdsourcing-based solutions e.g., OpenSpot [8]) are emerging but fail to solve the problem effectively today. We believe there should be a viable approach between these two extremes.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1 Assumptions
The ultimate goal of smart parking is to help drivers find the parking vacancy as soon and as close to their destination as possible in order to save the time and fuel spent cruising, to reduce unnecessary walking, and to improve the traffic situation and the environment. To this end, the crowd-based smart parking system collects relevant data from drivers, who participate in the crowdsourcing, and then use these data to navigate them to the right parking slots. For convenience, we refer to these drivers hereinafter as smart parkers (SP) in contrast to ordinary drivers. The whole system consists of three entities: a server, client devices, and smart parkers. We make the following assumptions about their responsibility or functionality.

Central Server: The server should be operated by a single party like a company or institution in a centralized way so that there is no direct data exchange between two smart parkers. The server collects crowdsourced data, such as driver’s current location and destination, car speed, and parking availability on a certain street, through client devices in real time in order to maintain a dynamically annotated street map. When a smart parker drives close to his destination, the server searches the dynamic map for potential parking vacancies according to the parker’s current location and destination. Then the server informs the client device of the search result, which might be either the specific location of the parking spot or the direction of the next street to drive to.

In addition to the dynamic data, we also assume the server has access to the static data that are relevant to parking guidance. Such data include the parking price, legal periods and areas to park, and statistics about the arrival rate of vehicles and parking rate around a certain region. They not only help the server deal with special parking requirements but also serve as important parameters for predicting parking lot occupancy [19]. An increasing number of cities are providing this data online [20].

Client devices: Client devices are on-board devices that can communicate with the server. They upload geo-tagged data and then download the search result, which is converted to graphical or voice instructions to navigate the smart parkers to the right parking spot. Thus they should have GPS capability and an access to the Internet through direct or indirect cellular connectivity. A variety of off-the-shelf consumer electronics like smart phones, tablet PC and some versatile GPS navigators can play this role. The client devices have a simple user interface for smart parkers.
to input relevant data manually when they are not driving. The devices can also collect geo-tagged sensor data automatically without drivers’ intervention when the car is moving.

**Smart parkers:** Smart parkers are drivers who have access to the service through their client devices. Like ordinary users of other GPS navigators, a smart parker needs to input her destination before she starts driving. When she approaches the target place, she can find the recommended direction to a potential parking slot. The smart parker can choose whether or not to follow such instructions but the client device will report his cruising trail to the server. After the car is completely parked or before the car starts, the smart parker is expected to answer a question through manual input on the client device, which is about the parking availability around her according to her observation.
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**Figure 1. Insert caption to place caption below figure.**

Figure 1 shows the relationships between the three entities. The arrows represent the data flows between them. We draw a self-loop on client devices because the device might process the collected sensor data before sending them to the server.

### 3.2 Basic Questions and Required Data

The design of any crowdsourcing system is deeply related to the answer to three questions: what is the required data, how to obtain it through crowdsourcing, and how to use it in the specific application scenario. Furthermore, the features of the required data usually determine the complexity of the whole system.

In the on-street smart parking scenario, we view each road segment as a parking lot with several parking spots along it. To realize on-street smart parking, we need to navigate smart parkers to streets (lots) that are not fully occupied. To this end, we need to acquire the parking availability status along each road segment.

From the server’s perspective, each road segment could have one of the three statuses for its parking availability: *Available*, *Occupied* and *Unknown*. Initially, the status of all segments is marked as *Unknown*. According to the crowdsourced data from smart parkers, the status could switch to or between *Available* and *Occupied*. Since not all drivers are smart parkers and ordinary drivers don’t notify the server when they arrive at or leave from a parking space, such status could become invalid after a certain period. Thus we switch segments’ status back to *Unknown* when a timer expires. The timer length can be derived from statistic data or occupancy prediction [19] and can be adjusted through the observation of the crowdsourced data. Figure 2 shows all possible status changes and their causes. In addition to the occupancy status, we might also need to know the current capacity of the on-street parking lot in order to determine if we can navigate two cars to the same street at the same time.
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**Figure 2. Status changes for road segments.**

### 3.3 Data Collection Crowdsourcing

Data crowdsourcing for required information in a mobile environment could pose additional challenges to system design. An obvious problem is that the unsophisticated user interface and drivers’ tight schedule require the operation to be simplified for the participants to answer questions. In the case of smart parking scenario, ideally, we might want smart parkers to observe the streets carefully and report a specific number for the parking capacity. However, most smart parkers could prefer to answering a much simpler Yes-No question by just pressing a button on their smart phones. Experiences from similar applications like Waze[6] show that a user-friendly interface and simple operations are key to recruit more contributors. In our solution, we allow the server to ask different questions as shown in table 1.

Table 1. Different of questions smart parkers could be asked

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answers</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>How many parking spots on the street?</td>
<td>0,1,2,3…</td>
<td>As the answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Any more parking spots on the street?</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>1(Yes)/0(No)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>No question</td>
<td>No answer</td>
<td>Always 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the requirement for a simplified operation, the limited vision of the participants could also keep the crowdsourcer from obtaining important data in the process of mobile crowdsourcing. For example, by answering the questions, smart parkers only inform the server of the situation of the street where they parked but tell nothing about the occupied streets they cruised through. In fact, we can infer such information through crowdsourced sensor data. More specifically, we assume a car to be cruising if it follows the server’s instructions to reach a certain road segment but still keeps moving in a low speed. Then we consider the road segment as occupied where the car starts cruising. Furthermore, all streets that the car cruises through later without parking can also be regarded as occupied. In addition, we can mark a street as *Available* if some car leaves there. Since a car’s cruising speed is only 20% of its normal driving speed, we
can make the inferences above by just observing the sensor data like speed and location.

### 3.4 Parking Guidance

Once we get all the required information to annotate each street on the map with its dynamic status, the easiest way to do parking guidance is to make the locations of the free parking slots directly available to the smart parkers (as OpenSpot does). This way, all smart parkers consider the crowdsourcing system just as a bulletin board where they can read or write relevant information. They make their own decisions about where to park without the server’s interference. In other words, the crowdsourcing process is not coordinated by a central entity.

However, such an approach might lead to several problems. First, it is usually difficult for drivers to integrate all information on the annotated map to make the best decision when driving. They could always focus on the same parking slots reported by other drivers, which might not always be the best choice. Furthermore, when drivers cruise along occupied streets, they cannot help others avoid such areas, which in turn contributes to more cruising time. Due to the uncoordinated nature, smart parkers are less likely to explore unknown areas, where there could be more available parking slots close to the destination.

Instead of letting drivers choose where to park by themselves, we propose a parking guidance algorithm on the server side to mitigate the problems mentioned above. To eliminate the race between two smart parkers for the same parking spot, we keep track of the capacity of each road segment and navigate smart parkers according to the streets’ current available capacity. The value of the capacity can be obtained either from smart parkers’ answers or by inference as indicated in Table 1. In order to find out the parking status around the unknown areas, we assume each Unknown street has a capacity of one. Once a street is assigned to a smart parker, its capacity is reduced by one and we only navigate cars to streets with a non-zero capacity. If the assigned street is already fully occupied when the smart parker arrives, we navigate the car to cruise toward streets with non-zero capacity. This way, we not only help the smart parker avoid unnecessary cruising but also increase the server’s knowledge about Unknown streets. The detailed algorithm is shown in figure 3.

#### 4. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

##### 4.1 Evaluation of Feasibility

Although we have enumerated a list of design options for building a crowdsourcing-based smart parking system in section 3, it is still unclear whether crowdsourcing will always be a feasible solution in such an application scenario, where every participant is supposed to contribute some data to the system. For simplicity, we assume that every driver has the same experience or knowledge about the parking spaces around their destination and those parking spots are equally open to everyone. Then we can use simulations to evaluate the feasibility from three aspects.

First, we need to investigate whether crowdsourcing can always make the smart parkers better off than ordinary drivers. In other words, we will evaluate different crowdsourcing strategies and compare the performance between the two groups of drivers. A feasible solution should guarantee that the majority of the smart parkers will spend less time in searching and will park closer to their destination than ordinary drivers, even when few smart parkers participate. Also, we want to evaluate the impact of different design options on the system’s performance. For example, can a system which only asks simplified questions about parking availability, still guide smart parkers to the right place? Another factor we need to consider is the existence of free riders. If the system is vulnerable to free riders, strict access control or penalty mechanism would be necessary. On the other hand, if the fair parkers do not notice an obvious degradation in the quality of service they receive, the tolerance to free riders would facilitate the growth of the crowdsourcing community.

**Figure 3. Parking guidance algorithm by coordinated crowdsourcing.**

```plaintext
If(Event==ParkingRequest)
  d=SmartParker.Destination
  S={s|s.StreetsClosestTo(d).s.Capacity>0}
  SmartParker.StreetToPark=S.StreetClosestTo(SmartParker.CurrLocation)
  SmartParker.StreetToPark.Capacity--

If(Event==ParkingComplete)
  c=SmartParker.CurrStreet
  c.Status=SmartParker.ObserveStatus()
  c.AdjustCapacity()
  if(c.Status==Occupied, c.Capacity=0)
    S={s|s.StreetClosestTo(d).s.Capacity>0}

If(Event==CarCruising)
  c=SmartParker.CurrStreet
  c.Status=Occupied, c.Capacity=0
```

**Figure 4. Simulated parking scenario by SUMO**

#### 4.2 Simulation Environment

In order to simulate the crowdsourcing system in the context of smart parking scenario, we need to take care of two aspects. On one hand, the simulations should reflect features in realistic road traffic environment like road layout, car following patterns and individual driving behaviors. On the other hand, the simulation environment should be configurable to take those crowdsourcing-related factors into account as we discussed in section 3. Since no existing solutions can satisfy both requirements, we modified an open source road traffic simulator, namely SUMO[21], to meet our needs.
SUMO is a microscopic road traffic simulator, which allows simulating thousands of single vehicles moving through a road network. It is capable of capturing the geospatial properties of each vehicle in motion like location and speed at any moment, which corresponds to our assumption about smart parkers, who should be able to report such information to the server. However, it heavily depends on predefined configuration files to determine the departure time and the route of each vehicle. In order to simulate the dynamic scenario, in which vehicles arrive according to a Poisson process and cruise around for an open spot to park, we integrate the logic of vehicle generation and routing into the simulator. In addition, we add the parking capacity as a new property of each street in the road network so that smart parkers will keep cruising in search of open parking slots until they enter a street with a non-zero parking capacity. Furthermore, the data collection process and parking navigation is also implemented inside SUMO to reflect different crowdsourcing strategies mentioned in section 3. We use the length of red line to denote the occupancy of parking slots along a certain street on SUMO’s map so that we can monitor how on-street parking spaces are consumed by a sequence of arriving vehicles. Figure 4 shows an area where cars cruise for an open spot.

4.3 Parameter setting
We try to evaluate the feasibility of the aforementioned crowdsourcing system in a simple but realistic scenario, where hundreds of vehicles are heading for the same destination during a certain short period and almost no car leaves the parking lots around the place at that time. This often happens around office buildings and park-and-ride facilities [22] during rush hours or at some stadium before a hot game kicks off. In this case, we can focus more on the impact of different design choices for the crowdsourcing system rather than statistics facts about parking lots usage around a certain area.

The road network in our simulations is defined to be a 1 km² square region, which is evenly divided into nine rows and nine columns of blocks by two-lane streets. In addition to the two traffic lanes, each street has an on-street parking lot, which is not drawn on the map but has a capacity as the roadside figure shows. The parking capacity is set to 5 for each side of the street. When a car parks on a street, the street’s parking capacity decreases by one and the car is removed from the map. We suppose the block in the center is a common destination of all drivers and everyone tries to park close to it in order to reduce the walking distance. For each round of experiment, we generate a sequence of about 1,000 vehicles, which enters the map according to a Poisson process from one of the four corners toward the center.

Whenever a car is inserted into the map, its driver is configured to be either a smart parker or an ordinary driver according to a certain probability so that we can control the approximate ratio between these two groups of drivers. An ordinary driver picks one of the streets around the central block as his destination and drives at a normal speed. If the driver can’t find an open spot on either side of the destination street, he will have to cruise around randomly until he can find one on some street else. The speed limit for normal driving is 50km/h while the cruising speed is below 10km/h.

When a smart parker moves close to the central block, the server will show him suggestions about the available parking place. Although there are different ways to do the parking navigation as we will explain later, we can’t guarantee that the smart parker will definitely find an available slot on the suggested street considering the existence of ordinary drivers. For simplicity, we suppose that a smart parker also starts to cruise if he follows the server’s suggestion but reaches a fully occupied on-street lot. However, the smart parker might be guided during cruising if we adopt certain crowdsourcing strategy. The speed limit for driving and cruising also applies to smart parkers.

5. EVALUATION

5.1 Uncoordinated vs. Coordinated Search
In the first set of experiments, we try to figure out if smart parkers can outperform ordinary drivers no matter what kind of crowdsourcing strategy is applied. We consider the walking distance and the average cruising time as the two primary criteria when comparing smart parkers with ordinary drivers. We first assume that the system adopts a pure uncoordinated crowdsourcing strategy: that is each smart parker just follows a predecessor whose parking place is the closest one to the destination and not fully occupied yet. Figure 5 compares two groups of drivers with regard to average walking distance. The walking distance is measured in terms of blocks away from the destination and we collect the data as the membership of the smart parkers increases from 10% to 50% among all drivers. As the figure shows, the uncoordinated search for parking spots leads to longer walking distance for smart parkers. Since the system does not provide smart parkers with an integrated view around the region, they miss potential vacancies closer to the destination.

![Figure 5. Performance comparison in uncoordinated crowdsourcing](image)

As shown in the previous figure, the uncoordinated search approach (also used by Google’s OpenSpot) fails to help smart parkers do a better job than ordinary drivers in the search of parking spots regardless of how many drivers participate. In contrast, the coordinated strategy we proposed in section 3 guides smart parkers more wisely. We assumed the system collects information by applying option Q1 in Table 1. In addition, it assigns smart parkers to explore unknown areas and helps them cruise more efficiently by avoiding occupied streets. As Figure 6 shows, such an approach achieves a lower average walking distance for smart parkers.
Data Collection Accuracy: Evaluating the Impact of Various Design Options

While the coordinated search approach is capable of realizing the goal of smart parking in theory, some requirements in the system might not be practical under all circumstances. For example, drivers may not always have the time to count the exact number of available parking slots on the street where they park. In order to design a feasible solution for the real world, we need to evaluate the impact of different design options and figure out if a simplified system can still work.

We make all smart parkers answer the same question picked in table 1 to report relevant information to the server and then record the percentage of perfect parkers as the membership of smart parkers grows. Here perfect parkers denote those smart parkers who can find an open spot immediately by following the parking guidance. We plot the results in figure 7 with each line for a specific question. The figure reflects that the answers to a Yes-No question about the parking availability provide sufficient information for the server to implement a useful navigation service.

5.3 Dealing with Freeriders

According to the simulations results, the average cruising time of ordinary drivers doesn’t change much as we adjust the quantity of smart parkers. This means the overall cruising time of all drivers would remain a constant if the smart parking system is not available. Although free riders could have a negative influence on the quality of the service, what they gain might be much more than others’ loss. If we consider all drivers as a whole, the crowdsourcing system could boost social welfare by allowing more free riders to use the service, which means less time and fuel will be wasted in cruising, as long as the service is still usable. In the following simulations, we assume the contributors account for 10% or 15% among all drivers while the percentage of smart parkers grows from 20% to 90% of the population. Then we calculate the percentage of the time saving as long as the system is able to keep smart parkers closer to their destination. As figure 8 shows, when contributors and free riders account for 15% and 35% of the population respectively, above 40% of the overall cruising time can be saved. As we mentioned before, it is difficult to maintain the quality of the service with only 10% of all drivers contributing to the system.

6. CONCLUSION

Mobile crowdsourcing is a viable mechanism for realizing applications that improve daily life. Mobile crowdsourcing, however, introduces new design tradeoffs that, usually, do not exist, in traditional web-based crowdsourcing initiatives. In this paper, we take smart parking as a case study and simulate this specific application scenario of mobile crowdsourcing. By comparing the simulation results for different design options and assumed situations, we shed light on the challenges and characteristics pertaining to the mobile crowdsourcing ecosystem. Meanwhile, we summarize some basic principles for a better practice of mobile crowdsourcing. In particular, our study suggest the following:

First, spontaneous crowdsourcing in a mobile environment can lead to herd behavior rather than collective intelligence as we can see in the traditional web-based crowdsourcing. Since each participant only has a limited view of his surroundings and the integrated picture of the physical world is not available, newcomers could be easily misled by predecessors and continue to lower the quality of the crowdsourced data. To deal with this issue, we propose the concept of coordinated search, in which the server integrates information from all participants, guides their search for parking spots, and encourages them to explore unknown area as well. Through simulations, we show that this approach is effective approach in mobile circumstances.

Second, the participation rate is much more important than the amount of information each individual contributes. As the results of a series of simulations show, when the membership of crowdsourcing participants passes a certain participation rate, the outcome does not change much, no matter whether each individual contributes accurate data or just approximate data. However, if the participation rate is not high enough, a
sophisticated data collection mechanism becomes necessary to compensate the lack of data sources.

Finally, the crowdsourcing-based application might continue to increase social welfare by accepting more free riders, if we can maintain a moderate level of contribution among participants. In the context of mobile crowdsourcing, free riders could reduce the quality of the crowdsourcing-based service because they might change the status of the physical environment without reporting their behavior. However, the overall benefit of all participants could still rise significantly in contrast with the slightly degraded service quality as long as a certain percentage of the members keep contributing.
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